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We consider preasymptotic (in the heavy quark mass) corrections in the non-leptonic decay rates of beautiful mesons and baryona. The effects of real and virtual gluon emission are taken
into account. Main emphasis is put on the difference of the lifetimes of O f mesons with different CP parity. This difference is
found to be the largest in the b-family. Possibilities for experimental study of this phenomenon are briefly discussed.
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I. Introduction
The recent paperL Jpresents a systematic analysis of preasymptotic effects in the inclusive weak hadronic decays of charmed and beautiful particles. (The history of the problem and a
list of references can be found, e.g., in the review paperL J ) .
The results of ref.«- 'can be summarized as follows.
(i) In the charmed particle family the preasymptotic effects
are of order unity. The sign of the corrections is determined
reliably while their magnitude can be estimated semiquantitatively. Thus, the hierarchy of lifetimes of D+,D°,P, A.
JC,

, -~*t

>

is predicted (the particles in this liet are ordered accor-

ding to the expected lifetimes; D

is the most shortlivin^j).

(ii) For the beautiful hadrons the difference in decay
widths is found to be mucl. 3inaller. A conservative boundL Jis:

ЛГ(Ь hadrons) / Г

£

0.05m

In this paper we add a few points not covered by the analysis of ref.I J. These points concern

о hard gluon emission, the

mechanism proposed by Bander et al. [fJ. We dwell also on the
ft S °
D$

mixing which results in a sizeable effect for the

mesons (see e.g. ref.l J ) . It will be shown that .
the graphs with emission of a hard gluonL Jare rather in-

essential for the lifetimes of the charmed hadrons; in the bhadrou foiniljr iiowever, their effect can be comparable to that
of other corrections and can shift the widths by 0(1i5). Therefore the concluoiunu Jabout small difference of lifetimes of the
b hadrons is still valid, while the precise ordering of the total rates given in ref.L J(see eq.(6) inL J) can be somewhat modified. As to the mixing of the neutral В meaona, the effect

j

can lead to the largest lifetime difference,
Г(в° «loniivin^» the largest among ell beautiful haurons)
й i in this case can amount to " 0.1 *
2» B-B oscillationa and the difference of the decay widths
As well Known, in the limit of large quark mass

МЯЛ - ? *

the non-leptonic decay rate is determined by the free quark decay
(the so called spectator graph, Fig.1). In this approximation the
lifetimes of all beautiful hadrons are the same. Hon-universality
of the widths arises due to various preasymptotic effects induced
by the presence of the light quark. Por example, in the 3* decay
one should take into account the interference of the u
produced in the decay » " * C « /

quark

with the spectator u quark

Por the neutral В meson states like Sd or 5s this meshaniam is not applicable directly and the preeaymptotic corrections
are generated by annihilation graphs. The latter hare not been
discussed in ref*L Jand we will dwell од the issue in Sec.3« Here
let us notice the following. Sue to B-B transitions the eigen*t*t*s ere not ($

and

£f~

, but, rather, their linear combi-

nations

(Only & £

амова «re considered hers since only for them the

nixing is eseefttial, &}*%>

Г

, while for &£

&М**Г

la ejected» We also neglect s m l l CP violation). Since the wave
function of 8 + (B_) is a ooh«s«nt niarture ot *S

u&d ** the

interference of the s (I) foaxks appears is the deeaj (Pig.3}o As

3
a result the widths of B + and B_ are shifted in the opposite direction, and their difference is given by

where П|»

atld M

i?

a r e

tJae

absorptive and the dispersive parts of

the mass matrix element 17'li. If CP violation is neglected then

Л Г =-£Г1г

(2а)

(A general treatment of the two-level system can be found e.g. in
ref.L J). The dominant contribution to Hfj»

is given by the ima-

ginary part of the graphs of Fig.3. It can be readily noted that
the contribution of the graph 3b is suppressed by chirality factor
о о
r~> I*/DL
с _ в _. Calculation of the effect is quite straightforward (se
papersL ~*°Jand references therein). Neglecting for a while gluon
|

corrections one finds

where IT sr Y (H+JsJ

, Kg is the В meson mass, ^Q^*^CBвте

the Kobayaslii-Maskawa parameters, and

' мУ

^ s the absorptive

part of vacuum polarization by tlie current С L»C at p 2?Hf Sr/tf

Here Dj^ is the momentum of the meson (or of the b

quark). Using

the standard factorization procedure for the matrix element one
finds

-

where m

% *
*7Г
°ГВ ( ^

"'

4-jt

is neglected and

(5)

ij

3 the axial constant of the I

2q.l5) corresponds to vanishing mass of the charmed quark. The
correction factor due to m

amounts fco / 7"" ЧЩе

/M»

)

*

Gluon exchnagep give rise to a renormalization factor in
v/hich is traditionally denoted by

V? . V/e consider here

this factor only in the leading logarithmic approximation (LLA).
There are two types of Such corrections. The domain of momenta of
virtual gluons
in the

/i о

У*1- CD

<• &?u/

gives rise to the factors С

= 1 weak Lagrangian 1 -J

The corresponding effect in

'«fjj

is well known (see e.g. refs.

I * J) and requires no further comments. Less known are the socalled hybrid logs I J which come from the domain of momenta
tA С р

^ Л>^

where >f is the characteristic

quark

off-shellnesB in the В meson ( y**"** 300 MeV). Details about the
hybrid logs can be found in refa. I * -». 2he hybrid renormalization o£ the operator

(s =* [i iM^/fS'/n

4>as

$)

calculated in

L J . It was found that this operator ia multiplicatively renormalize* in LLA. and its hybrid anoamlous dimansion,
exactly twice that of the current

i-r ~9£E-S

0/**

fy»9r

g(f

- 4, is

( Yl

fjps-

- 2).
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Since factorization for the four-quark matrix element is expected
to be valid at a low normalization point (~s/AA,

), the evolution

of the operator from the normalization point a. down to

Z/C

should be explicitly taken into account. Uotice that the constant
fg in eq.(5) is defined for the current

normalized at a high

point ( ~ Yttu/ ) (or, which is equivalent in LIA, v ^ ) , This
fact

and the above mentioned relation

conclusion*- J that the matrix element

jjfjj -Z./7

leads to the

*ч 8£ I С £ u* $_/ l&s

>* vvhen

expressed in terms of i'B, contains no hybrid logs.
However, this is not the whole story for the matrix eleuent
in eq.(3) since

'/*>'

contains also a term

Рк P y

>

has to consider the evolution of the operator
(6)
Since the hybrid logs arise only due to the color-charge interj

action of the heavy quark L J 0- mixes only with the following

.;

operator:

ill LLA the combinalions diagonal v.'.itii respect to renormalisations are:

I'heroi'ore, the eifoct oi' the hybrid log renormalization reduces
to the substitution

V - i***K<- * ^ V
+(«*"*)*,.,],

Неге Ъ is the first coefficient of the QCD fi -function,

£

£3-25/3 (we neglect the small step in b at the charm threshold).
Using the factorization procedure and the Pierz transformation

we find in the limit of Taniehing с quark mass

< *

(for 3fQ-3)

7
The suppression factor due to the с quark mass is 3£ 0.8, Thus
the gluon corrections slightly suppress the bare estimate (5).
Por a numerical estimate it is convenient to normalize

<Л^2П_

with respect to the semileptonic rate

т

^

~

(4.8 GeV) 5 .0.55

(this estimate of the phase-space factor Z

times 'И

±3

close to the one found in a specific modelL Л from the analysis
of experimental lepton spectra 15-?i , Щрс
for the ratio AfYfgffl

лГ

* (5 GeV)' .0.4 ) . Thus,

we obtain the estimate

£
-at ЦТ* JJL . J о

Por the parajieter f e we use the value f B

(12)
X. 130 MeV which is

somewhat larger than the average theoretical estimateL** 3 for

.L J).
(see а1зо ref.L
J ) .Si
Since experimentally
d
we finally obtain the estimate

Bf£

s

«jg

A general remark is in order here. The logarithmic renormaliiiafcioa of С ,

is discussed here just in the same way as that

°2" &12 in ref J. J . Namely, the absorptive part of the quark diagУ.У

;•'

ram is treated as a local operator whose renormalisation is con-

•;

aidered in a standard way. Naturally, one may wonder whether this
procedure xa adequate

for the absorptive part, at least in

Ш .

8
For example, the graphs of Fig.4 are obviously ignored in this
approach» The graph 4* corresponds to emission of a real gluon
while that in Fig.4b describes the vertex correction due to a
virtual gluon. Each of these diagrams contains an additional logarithm. This logarithmic factor» however, cancells in the sum
of the graphs. Such cancellation between real and virtual gluons
along each quark line in LLA is a general phenomenon

' well-

known to the experts in hard QCD. We have also checked the validity of the procedure used in a simplified model.
3c Gluonic mechanism in decays of heavy mesons,

Г.И

In ref.L*\Jan annihilation mechanism in inclusive D° decays
have been discussed. The bare quark diagram is shown in Fig.5a.
The corresponding contribution to the width is suppressed with
respect to the free quark decay by the factor

;'

Here ?т/Щ

I

с and u quarks should be at the same point, and the factor

|

appears due to the chirality suppression. As has been noticed[ _

j

reflects the fact that in theannihilation process

*

the emission of a gluon (Fig.5b) eliminates the chirality suppression factor* Furthermore, emission of a gluon by the light quark
replaces the factor fj/Mj by f£/E , where В is the characteristic
['.

energy of the light quark inside the meson, E ""300 BeV. The rea•) We acknowledge useful discussions of this and related points
with Yu.L.Dokshitser.
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son for such an enhancement is that the bare quark annihilation
(fig. 5a) occurs in the volume V**}£~

while the off-shellness

of the light quark in the graph of Pig. 5b is **mcB £<&.,. i hence,
the decay proceeds in a larger volume. The contribution of the
mechanism of Pig.5b is approximately given byI 1

Clearly, the effect is numerically small for
or D mesons in comparison with the corrections discussed in ref.* J . Though parametrically the ratio (15) is O(nu

) t and the corrections of ref.L J

are O(niQ ), there is a small numerical

factor in eq. (15) which

reflects the three-body phase space suppression with respect to
the two-body one involved in the corrections of ref. ^ -*.
Por beautiful hadrons the both effects can bs of comparable
strength. I'his remark refers not only to the mechanism of Pig. 5b
but in general to all effects of real gluon emission (we mean
hird gluons). These effects do not give log factors, but are enhanced by the factor Ы/Е in the amplitude. Two typical examples
of such effects are shown in Fig.6.
Pig. 6a displays one of the graphs describing the interference correction to the D + decay rate» If the glucn line is removed
the graph turns into the one considered in ref. L Jwhich gives
(up to log renormalization effects)
'In annihilation contributions to the decay widths of charmed
mesons the main role is played by non-perturbative gluons. According to ref. I J, the annihilation mechanism gives *• 20?enh&nc«of the widths of D° and P.

>

to
The gluon in Pig.6a does not produce log factor, but due to the
pseudoeclidean kinematics it produces Ы/Е factor which removes, to
2 2
a certain extent, the suppression factor fj/Hp • As a result, the
ratio of Ш/flf

given by the graph 6a to the one calculated in

is of the order of

«2^<t
(Here * C is normalized at

М (

(16)

п

Thus the mechanism!. "Mbrings some uncertainty in the estimates
of the preasymptotic corrections to the decay rates, which is, however, smaller then the expected overall uncertainty of the estimates Qi ref.l ifor the charmed particles. Therefore the шахи conclusions of ref.L Jare not altered by this mechanism.
For beautiful hadrons the situation is somewhat different and
the gluonic diagrams can be of the same order and even exceed the
skeleton ones. E.g.,the contribution of a
to the width of B

+

graph similar to Fig.6a

is approximately given by

i

г
В

(17)

which is about 1% of the total rate, therefore the hard gluon emission can considerably affect the quantitative estimates of refl J
for b

ziadron?. However, the conclusioni lthat the spread of the

decay rates of the b - hadrons is <5% зеета to be still valid. Notice also taat we have considered only the graph of Fig.6a. There
are, however, other diagrams describing the same mechanism (sec c.
g.,Pig.7), and some cancellation between these graphs is p ouible.
It is also interesting to notice that thougli the annihilation mechanism ox Fig.5^ and the interference one of Fig.6a are
parametrically of the same order the former one is numerically
suppressed. As to the hard gluon correction (non-logarithmic) to

и
Д f~ of В and B_ (see the skeleton g » p h of Fig.3) it Ь м btin
calculated

in a non-relativiatic model in xef.L/i, It hap been

fouad that the contribution O(1C/E ) completely cancells out (this
can be understood by considering the gluon polarization in the
transitions of В and В into cc + A.

). Therefore, the ratio of

the diagram 8 to that of Pig.3 is of order

Shis cancellation might be eliminated by emission of an additional
gluon; however, the extra factor ef£ and the smallness of the
jhase space for the cc + 2a transition must strongly suppress
this contribution. Thus, it is likely that the difference of the
j
I

widths of B, and В

is to a good accuracy given by eqa,(10),(11).

+

i

!
\

4. Conclusions

|

The problem of preasyinptotic effects in decays of heavy hadroas is important .for hadronic physics. Confronting theoretical
estiioatee with experimental data one can test various models of
quark dynamics in heavy hadrons and in the weak decayо Да a convincing example one can recall the theoretical efforts stimulated
by the unexpected discovery of the large difference in D° and D +
lifetimes.
In contrast vrith the charmed particles the weak decay widths
of the beautiful hadrons should be almost equal to each other; the
maxima difference is expected for 3° mesons, therefore, we briefly discuss here some possibilities of observing the difference
Г

+ - Г-.
„ jtjjnt o f »li it сад be noticed th*t mil standard
(integral) ehb.-» teristies of the B-B system depend on the «quare
of the parameter

А Г/Т.

(«ее ».«, reX.l 4 J) «hieh aakew it

12
practically impossible to determine

Л Г*

from measurements of

зисп parameters, The value of Л «

figures also in the time

dependences of different final states in В decays. (The time is
determined by the decay length). Unfortunately, in this case the
effects due to

Д. '

also turn out to be quadratic in

Д1/Г

since it is practically impossible to trace the В decays at time
intervals considerably larger than

Г

• I'or example, the

time dependence of the lepton yield in the tagged В beam is as
follows

к

г*

(19)

дг=г+-г_,
Linear in А Г

effects appear only if certain states 1"

with definite CP parity are studied. Assuming CP conservation, В
decays into such estates are described by the standard exponential
factors •£*£(-n^/and вКрг"- у/. Haturally, the measurement of the
difference between these exponents is most reliable when the
strttes of different CP parity are detected in one and the аалю
experiment. Such a situation could be realized in a correlationtype experiment. For example, in the process £ € -»y -* В В

only

the combination В В _ is produced. Therefore, ono can ta;; one of
the mesons by detecting a state f

or 1_ with the definite CP and

measure the time dependence, aay, of the lepton yield in the
decay of the second В taeaon.
Another possibility агхзеа due to OP nonconacrvutioij J» tiio
decays B° -£• f. It can be realized by measuring the time dependence of production of о CP eigemtate f

In a ta^ed is0 bccuitL'J.

13
~nis dependence is approximately given by

- ЪцЪ

(A)

(20)

Z
л Zip
where
f

s

t

\ <ga «-V£

,V

t

and ф

is the CP parity of the state

is the CP odd pi^ase of the amplitude

S

-* -p

which

for some decays can be quite sizeable»- -». As it ±a seen from
eq<,(20) th e sign of the effect produced by
with the GP parity of

Л Г

is correlated

£.

To summarize, we have made a more accurate estimate of

ДГ

for B° mesons with definite CP~parity. Iu this system the differs
ence of lifetimes seems to be maximal in comparison with other
weakly-decaying beautiful hadrons. Apart from that we have discussed the effects of hard (non-logarithmic) gluons[, Jin various
preasymptotic corrections to the decay rates. For charmed particles these effects are found to be small, while for beautiful hadrons hard gluona can «omewhat modify the quantitative conclusions
of the previous work*- -*„ However, the conclusion*• -«that the difference in the weak decay widths of b

hadrons is bat larger than

a few per cent, remains intact.
We thank Ya.I.Azimpv and Yu.L.Dokshitzer for valuable discussions.
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